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T001

1984

Characterization of NFATc1/Smad3 complexes in pancreatic
cancer

Marie Christin Hasselluhn,
Germany

T002

1794

Sequential or concomitant application of PI3K isoform signal
targeted therapies enhances cell death by preventing their crossredundancy in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

Julie Guillermet-Guibert, France

T003

1808

Positive feedback loops of enhanced canonical Wnt confers
stemness traits to pancreatic cancer cells

Matthias Ilmer, Germany

T004

1702

The role of Pdk1-dependent signalling pathways in pancreatic
cancer

Felix Hesse, Germany

T005

1902

Up-regulation of sialyltransferases increases lymphatic metastasis
in pancreatic cancer via the integrin-mediated pathway

Wen-Chun Hung, Taiwan

T006

2004

Epithelial-speciﬁc E3 ligase CBLc regulates differentiation and
motility of pancreatic cancer cells

Kai Hu, Germany

T007

2000

E2F-1 induced MCAK overexpression promotes the proliferation
and gemcitabine resistance of pancreatic cancer cells

Yunpeng Peng, China

T008

1903

Fibroblastic FAK controls pancreatic cancer metastasis by
enhancing extracellular matrix remodeling

Christine Jean, France

T009

1952

Loss of 4E-BP1-mediated translational control favors DNA
replication in pancreatic cancer

David Müller, France

T010

1950

MiR-502 regulates non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and
reduces radioresistance in human pancreatic cancer cell line

Agnieszka Smolińska, Germany

T011

1811

Comparative bioenergetics of pancreatic acinar cells and
pancreatic cancer cells

Helen Tanton, United Kingdom

T012

1928

The impact of pancreatic cancer cell exosomes on the phenotype
of pancreatic cancer cells

Stuart Robinson,
United Kingdom

T013

2085

Two contrasting gemcitabine resistance mechanisms involving
ribonucleotide reductase and cyclin D1b

Kulbir Mann, United Kingdom

T014

1814

Metabolic reprogramming of ﬁbroblasts to enhance gemcitabine
availability in murine pancreatic cancer

Melanie S. Patzak, Germany

T015

1735

Modelling the tumour microenvironment in pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

Sarah Brumskill,
United Kingdom

T016

1931

In vitro comparative analysis of Circulating Tumour Cells
detection in liquid biopsy for the diagnosis of pancreatic
adenocarcinoma

Etienne Buscail, France

T017

2102

FAM3C constitutes a potential serum marker for ALDH1A3positive pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

Jan Akkan, Germany

T018

2091

Characterization of IGF2BP proteins in pancreatic
neuroendocrine neoplasms

Florian Sperling, Germany

T019

1769

Vitamin D: foe of the immune response in pancreatic cancer

Stefania Moz, Italy

T020

1849

Interleukin (IL) 10 and Pyridone 6 (P6) modify the migration of
pancreatic cancer cells in co-cultures with macrophages

Hanna Seppänen, Finland

T021

1874

NF_B in pancreatic cancer stroma suppresses anti-tumor
immunity

Bharti Garg, United States
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T022

1778

NR2F2 isoforms switch regulates epithelial to mesenchymal
transition in pancreatic cancer

Simone Polvani, Italy

T023

1946

Recapitulation of a progenitor-like transcriptional proﬁle in
pancreatic carcinogenesis is initiated by the epigenetic modiﬁer
Ring1b

Simone Benitz, Germany

T024

2051

NUPR1 deﬁciency induces metabolic cell death

Patricia Santoﬁmia Castaño,
France

T025

1971

Anterior gradient 2 promotes early pancreatic carcinogenesis by
mitigating ER stress

Zhiheng Zhang, Germany

T026

1760

Pancreatic duct ligation in a Kras murine model of pancreatic
adenocarcinoma reduces the number and the risk of appearance
of premalignant lesions over time

Marta Caceres, Spain

T027

1973

Transcriptional promotion of a pro-tumorigenic environment in
pancreatic cancer

Marius Brunner, Germany

T028

2066

Role of oncogenic EZH2 histone methyltransferase activity in
PDAC cellular plasticity

Shilpa Patil, Germany

T029

2044

Controlling BMP/MUSA1 axis to prevent cancer cachexia

Lucia Moletta, Italy

T030

2132

Peritumoral adipose tissue lipolysis activates the lymphatic
system to promote PDAC-associated cachexia

De Toni Fabienne, France

T031

1909

Characterization of pancreatic stellate cells in pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma and cases of chronic pancreatitis of various
etiologies

Lena Haeberle, Germany

T032

2021

Pancreatic stellate cells increase cancer cell expression of HMGA2
in a 3D co-culture model of pancreatic cancer

Jessica Norberg, Sweden

T033

2080

A reliable and accurate algorithm to quantify the tumor stroma
(QTS) across tumor entities

Rainer Christoph Miksch,
Germany

T034

2097

Reversing pancreatic cancer immunosuppression through
pharmacological targeting of activated pancreatic stellate cells

Corinne Bousquet, France

T035

1772

SMAD4 related transfer through exosomes of glycolytic enzymes
and miR-1260a underlies the reverse Warburg effect in PDAC

Sara Furlanello, Italy

T036

1807

MicroRNAs as bile-based biomarkers in biliary-tract cancers

Mireia Mato Prado,
United Kingdom

T037

1823

CTRC gene polymorphism may be a risk factor for pancreatic
cancer - preliminary study

Stanislaw Gluszek, Poland

T038

1845

Towards circulating microRNA detection using ﬂuorescencebased nanoﬂuidic platform for the early diagnosis of pancreatic
cancer

Jean Cacheux, France

T039

1985

Functional role of microRNA-93 in pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

Elena Vila, Spain

T040

1878

Cellular deconvolution and expression analysis of stromal and
epithelial cells directly isolated from human pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (PDAC)

Elisa Espinet, Germany
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T041

2116

High inﬁltration of CD3+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes correlate with
improved overall survival and disease free survival in pancreatic
cancer

Rainer Christoph Miksch,
Germany

T042

1786

Immune-mediated therapy of pancreatic carcinoma: strategies to
prevail over T cell exhaustion

Alina Hanlon, Germany

T043

1739

Operative treatment strategy for pancreatic cancer is highly
region depended: a Finnish register study covering the entire
nation

Reea Ahola, Finland

T044

1741

Lower mortality rates after pancreas surgery are achieved only
when the operation is performed in a high-volume center. A
nationwide study in Finland 2012-2014

Reea Ahola, Finland

T045

1810

The development of multi-layer gemcitabine eluting membrane
using ultrasonic spray coating technique

Jin-Seok Park, South Korea

T046

1827

The prognostic value of mural nodules and their size in IPMN of
the pancreas: high-volume center experience, systematic review
and meta-analysis

Giovanni Marchegiani, Italy

T047

1910

Morphologic characterization of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma after neoadjuvant therapy

Lena Haeberle, Germany

T048

2045

CA19-9 response combined with CT-imaging accurately predicts
resectability of locally advanced pancreatic carcinoma following
neoadjuvant chemotherapy

Eran van Veldhuisen,
The Netherlands

T049

2071

Gemcitabine resistant pancreatic cancer cells are sensitive to
paclitaxel treatment

Tessa Le Large, The Netherlands

T050

2049

EMT and chemoresistance in pancreatic cancer: role of LOXL2
and TGF_R2

Katarzyna Gardian, Poland

T051

1724

Enhanced recovery program following pancreatoduodenectomy

Victoria Ganzha, Ukraine

T052

1722

Upregulation of ABC transporters involved in cholesterol
homeostasis may play role in pancreatic cancer development and
progression

Beatrice MohelnikovaDuchonova, Czech Republic

T053

1925

TLR2 and TLR4 predict favourable prognosis in early pancreatic
cancer

Mira Lanki, Finland

T054

2002

Rare BRCA2 K3326X increases susceptibility to sporadic
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma: a PANDoRA study

Ofure Obazee, Germany

T055

2014

Pancreatic carboxyl-ester lipase (CEL) can present ABO blood
group determinants with potential implications for cancer cell
recognition

Khadija El Jellas, Norway

T056

2120

Afﬁnity proteomic proﬁling of plasma identiﬁes organ-speciﬁc
proteins associated to pancreatic cancer

Jochen M. Schwenk, Sweden

T057

1864

TERC AND C-MYC copy number gain in intraductal papillary
mucinous neoplasms (IPMNs): promising biomarkers of
progression to malignancy

Eisa Grassi, Italy

T058

1805

The regulatory role of PTEN and LKB1 on mTOR pathway in
pancreatic neuroendocrien tumors

Hui-Jen Tsai, Taiwan
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T059

1792

Cadmium and human pancreatic cancer - is there a connection?

Vladimir Djordjevic, Serbia

T060

2039

Extended surgery in patients with locally advanced pancreatic
cancer

Liudmila Pererva, Ukraine

T061

2123

IGF-II and NSC-631570 compounds affect PMP22 gene expression
in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Could be the new target
for both chemo-resistance and neuronal invasion?

Niccola Funel, Italy

T062

1725

Reprogramming cancer associated ﬁbroblasts as a therapeutic
approach against pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

Magdolna Djurec, Spain

T063

2007

Clinical features and outcomes of pancreatic cancer patients
evaluated for microRNAs as biomarkers of response to treatment
during FOLFIRINOX therapy

Chiara Caparello, Italy

T064

1806

Diagnostic value of ultra-deep targeted next-generation
sequencing in patients with suspect pancreatic and
periampullary lesions

Babs Sibinga Mulder,
The Netherlands

T065

2020

Main pancreatic duct dilation above 6 mm and supraliminal
preoperative ca19.9 levels increase the risk for high grade
dysplasia and cancer in patients with IPMN

Zeeshan Ateeb, Sweden

T066

2015

Mutations of CFTR, but not of SPINK1 elevate the risk for
pancreatic cancer: a meta-analysis

Irina Mihaela Cazacu, Romania

T067

2067

Prognostic impact of VEGF, MMP-2 and TGF detection in
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

Pavel Skalicky, Czech Republic

T068

2140

Elevation of CA 19-9 in benign non-pancreaticobiliary diseases

Byung Kyu Park, South Korea

T069

1696

Prognostic role of Hedgehog signaling pathway markers in
pancreatic carcinogenesis

Katarzyna Winter, Poland

T070

2033

Preoperative inﬂammatory markers in pancreatic surgery as
predictors for post-operative complications and survival: results
of a multicentric retrospective European study

Gennaro Nappo, France

T071

1886

Role of intratumoral expression of thymidylatesynthase in
patients with pancreatic cancer on adjuvant gemcitabine and
tegafur regimen

Oleksiy Dronov, Ukraine

T072

1841

Balance between tumour-associated and host-associated factors
in the microenvironment of pancreatic cancer: lessons learned
from the long-term survivors

Eva Karamitopoulou-Diamantis,
Switzerland

T073

1840

Dysregulation of microRNAs in the tumour microenvironment
and phenotypic variation of pancreatic cancer with prognostic
signiﬁcance

Eva Karamitopoulou-Diamantis,
Switzerland

T074

1763

Differences between the serum protein proﬁle of pancreatic
cancer and chronic pancreatitis

Hanna Seppänen, Finland

T075

1897

Mutation proﬁles in long-term survivors with pulmonary
metastases from pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

Masato Ono, Japan

T076

2022

Association between gallbladder disease and pancreatic cancer
risk according to tumour characteristics

Esther Molina-Montes, Spain
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T077

2035

The severity of neural invasion predicts the incidence of local
recurrence and has a major impact on overall and disease-free
survival in pancreatic cancer

Anouk Brock, Germany

T078

2121

Lymph node ratio, tumour volume but not size are a good
prognostic factors after resection of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma: analysis of high volume centre

Julia Ksenia Tuchalska-Czuron,
Poland

T079

2001

Risk prediction for pancreatic ﬁstula and risk-stratiﬁed strategy
for prophylactic intraabdominal drainage after Whipple's
procedure

Yi Miao, China

T080

2141

Prognostic impact of the number of positive lymph nodes and
lymph node ratio on the outcome of patients after resection of
pancreatic adenocarcinoma

Stefan Kmezic, Serbia

T081

2046

Para-aortic node involvement is not an independent predictor of
survival after resection for pancreatic cancer

Lucia Moletta, Italy

T082

1998

Prognostic nomogram for resected pancreatic adenocarcinoma

Kuirong Jiang, China

T083

1996

Predictors for distant metastasis in patients with potentially
resectable pancreatic cancer based on MDCT

Jishu Wei, China

T084

1989

The presence of high grade pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia
correlate with size and histological grade of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma

Mihailo Bezmarevic, Serbia

T085

1855

Factors inﬂuencing glycemic control following pancreatectomy
for cancer

Paula Senra Del Rio, Spain

T086

1799

Statin use decreases the risk of pancreatic cancer occurrence: a
meta-analysis

Livia Archibugi, Italy

T087

1789

Prognostic nutrition index predict the recurrence of the patients
who underwent curative surgery for pancreas ductal
adenocarcinoma

Shigeki Nakagawa, Japan

T088

1877

Prognostic impact of preoperative NLR, CEA, and CRP in
resectable pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC)

Masayuki Furukawa, Japan

T089

2139

Comparison of liquid-based cytology (CellPrepPlus_) and
conventional smears in pancreaticobiliary cytology

Joung-Ho Han, South Korea

T090

1825

Characterization of pancreatic intra and extra-lobular fat by
MALDI imaging: correlation with pancreatic precancerous lesion
in human people

Chloé Martineau, France

T091

2115

22G standard needle EUS-FNA core histology in practice
performance evaluation

Marcel Gheorghiu, Romania

T092

1892

Diagnostic performance and factors inﬂuencing the accuracy of
EUS-FNA for pancreatic adenocarcinoma

Rui Gaspar, Portugal

T093

1967

Role of contrast- enhanced endoscopic ultrasonography in the
diagnosis and differentiation of pancreatic cysts

Miruna Olar, Romania

T094

1820

Accuracy of preoperative diagnosis with endoscopic ultrasound
(EUS) and/or magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography
(MRCP) in surgically resected cystic pancreatic lesions (CPL)

Laura Uribarri-Gonzalez, Spain
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T095

1711

Short-term outcomes and risk factors for pancreatic ﬁstula after
pancreatic enucleation: single-center experience of 142 patients

Xing Wang, China

T096

1701

The results of the diagnosis and surgical treatment of tumors,
localized in left anatomical segment of the pancreas

Oleh Tkachuk, Ukraine

T097

2142

Study of metabolic reprogramming during pancreatic cancer
progression: metabolism of branched chain amino acids

Victoire Gouirand, France

T098

1784

Meta-analysis on recurrence after curative surgery of pancreatic
neuroendocrine tumors

Cansu Genc, The Netherlands

T099

1856

Current treatment reality of pancreatic adenocarcinoma

Maximilian Kordes, Sweden

T100

1991

Systematic review and meta-analysis of prognostic role of splenic
vessels inﬁltration in resectable pancreas cancer

Alessandra Nella Piccioli, Italy

T101

1749

Evaluation and proposal of novel resectability criteria for
pancreatic cancer established by the Japan Pancreas Society

Suguru Yamada, Japan

T102

2013

Metachronous pulmonary metastasis after resection of
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Different clinical scenarios.
Retrospective study. Supported by Ministery of Health CR
(16-28375A)

Martin Lovecek, Czech Republic

T103

1882

Is surgery the best treatment for reducing years of life lost due to
sporadic small (≤ 2 cm) non-functioning pancreatic
neuroendocrine tumours? A single centre experience

Carlo Alberto Pacilio, Italy

T104

2103

Safety of intraoperative pancretoscopy for the investigation of
main pancreatic duct involvement and assessment of skip lesions
in operated main duct involving IPMNs: a feasibility study

Urban Arnelo, Sweden

T105

2072

Clinical impact of lymph node involvement in IPMN cancer

Asif Halimi, Sweden

T106

1821

Agreement among magnetic resonance
cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) and endoscopic ultrasound
(EUS) in the evalutation of morphological features of intraductal
papilar mucinous intraductal neoplasm (IPMN)

Laura Uribarri-Gonzalez, Spain

T107

1949

Surgical management of main duct IPMN and mixed type IPMN:
an international survey and case-vignette study among experts

Lianne Scholten,
The Netherlands

T108

2017

International Consensus Guidelines and American
Gastroenterological Association guidelines for the prediction of
advanced pancreatic intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms
(IPMNs)

Filipe Vilas-Boas, Portugal

T109

2108

Pancreatectomy with vascular resection for IPMN-cancer is safe
and with comparable long-term results as conventional
pancreatectomy.

Elena Rangelova, Sweden

T110

2106

Diagnostic yield of intraoperative pancretoscopy for the
investigation of pancreatic IPMNs

Roberto Valente, Sweden

T111

1718

Inverse probability of treatment weighting analysis of upfront
surgery versus neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy followed by
surgery for pancreatic adenocarcinoma with arterial abutment

Tsutomu Fujii, Japan
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T112

1908

Outcome of surgical resection after neoadjuvant peptide
receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) for pancreatic
neuroendocrine neoplasms: a case-matched analysis

Francesca Muffatti, Italy

T113

1961

Pancreatectomy for pancreatic incidentalomas: what are the
risks?

Morgane Bouquot, France

T114

1881

The impact of neoadjuvant therapy on postoperative
complication in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma: a systematic
review with meta-analysis

Stephan Schorn, Germany

T115

1873

The histopathological effect of neoadjuvant therapy on human
pancreatic cancer

Carmen Mota, Spain

T116

1846

Neoadjuvant therapy offers longer survival for pancreatic cancer
patients over upfront surgery

Anna Nurmi, Finland

T117

1832

Neoadjuvant therapy followed by resection versus upfront
resection for pancreatic cancer: the actual spectrum and clinical
burden of postoperative complications

Stefano Andrianello, Italy

T118

1982

A randomized phase 2 trail of nab-paclitaxel plus gemcitabine, ±
capecitabine, cisplatin (PAXG regimen) in unresectable or
borderline resectable pancreatic adenocarcinoma: the ghost
regimen strikes back

Domenico Tamburrino, Italy

T119

1788

Efﬁcacy and safety of postoperative anticoagulation therapy
with enoxaparin in patients undergoing pancreatic surgery: a
prospective clinical trial

Daisuke Hashimoto, Japan

T120

1921

Encouraging observed 5-year survival with upfront resection and
adjuvant therapy for pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma in a
large contemporary series

Oliver Strobel, Germany

T121

1727

Surgical site infections after pancreatic surgery in the era of
enhanced recovery protocols

Gaëtan-Romain Joliat,
Switzerland

T122

1983

Indicators of survival in patients treated with primary
chemotherapy for non-metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma

Domenico Tamburrino, Italy

T123

1699

The 2016 update of the deﬁnition and grading of POPF: clinical
validation on 775 consecutive pancreatic resections

Giovanni Marchegiani, Italy

T124

1762

A matched-pair analysis of total pancreatectomy versus
pancreaticoduodenectomy in patients with pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma: a single centre experiment in China

Junjie Xiong, China

T125

1883

Minimally invasive pancreatico-duodenenctomy: which is the
good "way"? Systematic review and network meta-analysis of
non randomized comparative studies

Giovanni Taffurelli, Italy

T126

1729

A new, simple and safe pancreaticojejunal anastomosis. Three
grade B pancreatic leaks after 100 consecutive procedures

Viacheslav Egorov, Russia

T127

1842

Surveillance for pancreatic cancer in high-risk individuals: ﬁrstround screening results of a multicentric Italian program

Salvatore Paiella, Italy

T128

2117

A personal invagination pancreaticojejunostomy technique after
pancreaticoduodenectomy: description, technical details and
results

Luca Morelli, Italy
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T129

1817

Treatment of postoperative chyle leak after pancreatic surgery a single center experience

Maximilian Weniger, Germany

T130

2114

Ishikawa type B adenocarcinoma of the pancreatic head:
duodeno-pancreatectomy without vascular resection an
oncologically acceptable option?

Luca Morelli, Italy

T131

2101

Pylorus preserving duodenopancreatectomy with
pancreaticogastrostomy-initial experiences

Aleksandar Ninic, Serbia

T132

2081

Radiofrequency assisted pancreaticoduodenectomy for locally
advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma - a novel approach

Kumar Jayant, United Kingdom

T133

2059

One hundred and ﬁfty total laparoscopic
pancreatoduodenectomy for patients with tumors of the head of
the pancreas and the periampullare area

Pavel Tyutyunnik, Russia

T134

1709

Formation of biliodigestive anastomoses by the method of highfrequency electric welding of tissues in pancreatic head tumor

Hutsuliak Andriy, Ukraine

T135

1680

Robotic pancreatic surgery: our initial experience

Marco Vito Marino, Italy

T136

1691

Operations on the pancreas using robotic complex. Single centre
experience

Stanislav Berelavichus, Russia

T137

1935

Intraoperative use of confocal laser microscope (CLM) in
pancreas surgery

Petr Moravčík, Czech Republic

T138

1796

A study on the relationship between pancreatic transection line
positioning and postoperative diabetes mellitus in patients
undergoing distal pancreatectomy

Kimitaka Tanaka, Japan

T139

1694

EUS-guided ethanol ablation for pancreatic cysts: is it really
better than natural course?

Jikon Ryu, South Korea

T140

1871

Radical antegrade modular pancreatosplenectomy (RAMPS)
increases the survival after resection of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma located in the pancreatic body and tail

Uwe Wittel, Germany

T141

2079

Pediatric pancreatic surgery: a feasibility study on outcomes in a
high volume center

Chiara Maria Scandavini,
Sweden

T142

1951

Perioperative hydrocortisone treatment reduces postoperative
pancreatic ﬁstula after distal pancreatectomy. A randomized
controlled trial

Anne Antila, Finland

T143

2077

Pancreatic cancer in patients with autoimmune pancreatitis: a
scoping review

Peter Macinga, Czech Republic

T144

1885

Do intraperitoneal drainages inﬂuence postoperative outcome
of patients undergoing pancreas resections? A systematic reivew
with meta-analysis

Stephan Schorn, Germany

T145

1884

Is pancreaticogastrostomy safer than pancreaticojejunostomy
after pancreaticoduodenectomy? A meta-regression analysis of
randomized clinical trials

Giovanni Taffurelli, Italy

T146

1831

Does the surgical waiting list affect pathological and survival
outcome in resectable pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma?

Giampaolo Perri, Italy
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T147

2028

Secondary primary malignancies among pancreatic cancer
survivors. Single center experience

Tharani Yogeswara,
Czech Republic

T148

1999

Pancreatic metastatic tumor: surgical treatment and its value

Junli Wu, China

T149

2029

Autologous peritoneum graft if vascular resection is required I
pancreatoduodenectomy

Catarina Amorim Aguiar,
Portugal

T150

2032

Cancer recurrence or benign obstruction? Diagnosis and therapy
of jaundice after pylorus-preserving pancreatoduodenectomy

Bin Xiao, China

T151

1923

Pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PanIN) in resected
pancreatic cancer

Marco Silva, Portugal

T152

1770

Utility of cystic ﬂuid cytological analysis in the evaluation of
pancreatic cystic lesions

Ilenia Barbuscio, Italy

T153

1934

Microbiopsies from pancreatic cysts - a novel approach to obtain
a preoperative diagnosis

Charlotte Rift, Denmark

T154

2092

Use of a novel through-the-needle micro-biopsy forceps in
diagnosing pancreatic cysts

Bojan Kovacevic, Denmark

T155

1979

Ten years of post-operative pancreatic ﬁstula (POPF) deﬁnition
(2005-2016). Does the new classiﬁcation really change
something?

Gennaro Nappo, Italy

T156

1922

Prevalence of incidental intraductal papillary mucinous
neoplasm: Bologna experience

Giovanni Taffurelli, Italy

T157

1732

Does it matter which name you choose duodenal dystrophy,
groove, or paraduodenal pancreatitis? Lessons of 75 cases

Viacheslav Egorov, Russia

T158

1880

Intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms: the Bologna
experience. Lessons learned from 357 cases observed in a tertiary
care center

Carlo Alberto Pacilio, Italy

T159

2042

Intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm arising in gastric ectopic
pancreas

Ildikó Illyés, Hungary

T160

1914

Solid pseudopapillary tumor of pancreas with anomaly of
hepatic portal vein in young female patient: case report

Emilija Nikolovska, Macedonia

T161

1703

Selective surgical management of pancreatic neuroendocrine
tumors

Ayrat Kaldarov, Russia

T162

1890

Neuroendocrine tumors of the ampulla of Vater

Anna Caterina Milanetto, Italy

